Validation of the Gatortail method for accurate sizing of pulmonary vessels from 3D medical images.
Detailed characterization of changes in vessel size is crucial for the diagnosis and management of a variety of vascular diseases. Because clinical measurement of vessel size is typically dependent on the radiologist's subjective interpretation of the vessel borders, it is often prone to high inter- and intra-user variability. Automatic methods of vessel sizing have been developed for two-dimensional images but a fully three-dimensional (3D) method suitable for vessel sizing from volumetric X-ray computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging has heretofore not been demonstrated and validated robustly. In this paper, we refined and objectively validated Gatortail, a method that creates a mathematical geometric 3D model of each branch in a vascular tree, simulates the appearance of the virtual vascular tree in a 3D CT image, and uses the similarity of the simulated image to a patient's CT scan to drive the optimization of the model parameters, including vessel size, to match that of the patient. The method was validated with a 2-dimensional virtual tree structure under deformation, and with a realistic 3D-printed vascular phantom in which the diameter of 64 branches were manually measured 3 times each. The phantom was then scanned on a conventional clinical CT imaging system and the images processed with the in-house software to automatically segment and mathematically model the vascular tree, label each branch, and perform the Gatortail optimization of branch size and trajectory. Previously proposed methods of vessel sizing using matched Gaussian filters and tubularity metrics were also tested. The Gatortail method was then demonstrated on the pulmonary arterial tree segmented from a human volunteer's CT scan. The standard deviation of the difference between the manually measured and Gatortail-based radii in the 3D physical phantom was 0.074 mm (0.087 in-plane pixel units for image voxels of dimension 0.85 × 0.85 × 1.0 mm) over the 64 branches, representing vessel diameters ranging from 1.2 to 7 mm. The linear regression fit gave a slope of 1.056 and an R2 value of 0.989. These three metrics reflect superior agreement of the radii estimates relative to previously published results over all sizes tested. Sizing via matched Gaussian filters resulted in size underestimates of >33% over all three test vessels, while the tubularity-metric matching exhibited a sizing uncertainty of >50%. In the human chest CT data set, the vessel voxel intensity profiles with and without branch model optimization showed excellent agreement and improvement in the objective measure of image similarity. Gatortail has been demonstrated to be an automated, objective, accurate and robust method for sizing of vessels in 3D non-invasively from chest CT scans. We anticipate that Gatortail, an image-based approach to automatically compute estimates of blood vessel radii and trajectories from 3D medical images, will facilitate future quantitative evaluation of vascular response to disease and environmental insult and improve understanding of the biological mechanisms underlying vascular disease processes.